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Preface 

Books are still necessary.  There is something pleasing about holding a book, taking it to the beach or parking 

it on the toilet tank.  A book tells people who you are.  This book will do that. 

 

This book is not meant to be a condemnation of the way we currently do business.  If people want to charge 

thousands of dollars to have disinterested people sit in a hot room with cold coffee and come up with “require-

ments” without even the benefit of a model – that is fine.   It’s when people use someone else’s money – be it 

taxes or shares – it’s then that I get itchy.  Something’s not right. 

 

My undergraduate degree is Anthropology.  Think of it as the liberal arts equivalent of systems engineering.  

But instead of designing and building cultures – certainly not a nice thing to do (see 20th century fascism and 

communism) – anthropologists describe cultures in terms of their systems: linguistics, social, economic, technol-

ogy, etc.  They even go so far as to show how different systems influence one another.   Anthropology is an 

observant science.  Which brings us to canoe paddles. 

 

 Canoe paddles are pretty much the same around the world.  That is because either 1) Extraterrestrials ensured 

that canoe paddle design was introduced among all primitive humans, 2) Canoe paddles are a technology response 

to requirements that are pretty much the same for all people, 3) There were no extraterrestrials but instead the 

idea of canoe paddles diffused around the planet as the first canoe paddle culture met ‘those without’ paddles. 

 

 Now if wanted to sell a lot of books, I’d have written that the extraterrestrials are to blame.  Unfortunately, 

my belief that reason is the spark that advances humanity tells me that canoe paddles are all the same because 

over time, humans figured out the best way to move a canoe by hand.  A limitation of possibilities based on the 

same set of requirements resulted in the device we see around us.  Physics drove the design.  It is the way it is 

because at some level of detail, all canoe paddles must meet the same ‘earthly’ requirements. 

 

What is presented in this book is a canoe paddle – a standard model to express requirements for sustaining 

and managing business operations regardless of that it is applied to.  I cannot tell you how to build your product, 

but your business is operates within the same set of constraints as all other businesses.  In that sense, there must 

be a single expression of how to overcome those constraints and sustain the business that can be exposed at some 

level of detail that is meaningful, measurable and consistent.  

 

The term “standard model” has most notably been applied by physicists to the atomic model.  Models are 

great because you can argue objectively from a model.  The first standard model had protons and electrons.  That 

model worked until it no longer explained observations.  The solution was the introduction of the neutron.  And 

that is how science works.   This is a standard model and it is early in its development.  Let’s not forget that. 
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Introduction 

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE 

 

Enterprise architecture is the study of the structure and relationships of an enterprise.   An enterprise may be 

expressed as an organization, business, initiative, etc.  An enterprise is an undertaking.  This requires that there is 

a method of both classifying the parts of an enterprise and how to depict them. 

Enterprise Architecture Frameworks provide an organizing structure to the parts of an enterprise and how to 

express their relationships.   Since it’s nice to know everything about an enterprise, these objects are recognized 

as the interrogative terms of who, what, where, when, why and how.     

The statements of relationships might express a simple statement such as “what is done by who”?    This can 

be expressed verbally in a semantic statement such as “this Activity is done at this Location”.    That sentence 

uses the term Activity to express “what” and Location is a term for “where”.   There is a relationship in the 

framework between Activity and Location that can be expressed graphically as well.  It might be a simple picture 

of a bounded area that represents “where” and a text box set within that boundary to document the statement of 

work.  Venn diagrams are graphical expressions of set theory1.   Enterprise architecture diagrams are graphical 

expressions of the parts and relationships of…well, undertakings. 

 

COMMUNICATION IS MORE THAN LANGUAGE 

 

Until all enterprises are documented using the same framework, they cannot be discussed and compared.  

Regardless of if they express the same thought, each framework forms a language with a lexicon and grammar.  

However, just having the same language is not adequate.  There must be agreement on words and their meaning.  

If two groups want to compare their enterprises, then obviously using the same framework makes sense.  That 

way they can use a term like “operational activity” to describe the kinds of work they do and “process” to describe 

how they perform their operational activities.   But unless there is agreement on what words like Monitor, Change, 

Report, Manage and Supply mean…there is no standard dictionary and all the letters, words and grammar will 

not result in communication.  Frankly, that is where enterprise architecture is and why the Standard Model Method 

is needed.  It is a little dictionary that can be applied to any product made, whether it be within the company 

between business units or workstations on the production line…or between businesses. 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK 

 

This book is based on a set of whitepapers that I wrote and later decided that they needed to be placed in an 

order that might tell a more comprehensive story of the method, model and its application.    

 

                                                 
1 Wow…enterprise architecture is a canoe paddle.  See, you should have read the Preface. 
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Model Structure  

And Meaning 

 
Observations of Why Symbolic Representation Does  

Not Effectively Communicate Without An  
Underlying Structure. 

 
A Survey of Philosophical and Linguistic structures  
Ontology, Semantics, Lexicon and how these are  

Graphically represented in Models. 
 

The Composition of WORK revealed as PATTERNS. 
 

 



 

 

Part I - Model Structure and Meaning 

Synopsis 

 Without a consistent structure to models, both symbols and words become ambiguous.  This 

results in models that are difficult to use, compare and integrate for meaningful business 

decisions. 

 Humans communicate architecture concepts with symbols and words.  The range of mean-

ing expressed by the model is its ontology.  Graphic expression is the basis of modeling.  A 

lexicon of words supports the graphic model and is the basis of requirement statements.  

 Standard models may be expressed in sentences that are predictable and adhere to an un-

derstood grammar. Work produces an output that defines the work. 

 Work is composed of human intellect and tools.  A standard model reserves words to rep-

resent the way we represent what is done by either.  It is the basis of being able to make 

business decisions about human resources, information resources and information tech-

nology. 

 Patterns allow generic structures to be built to facilitate generating models and require-

ment statements by substituting unique values.  They may be expressed in graphical 

patterns as well as written statements that are predictable and adhere to an understood 

grammar.  Architectures built from a standard model allow measurement of the business 

maturity and direction for improvement through “management by model”. 
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Problem 

Model Structure 

Without a consistent structure to models, both symbols and words become ambiguous.  This 

results in models that are difficult to use, compare and integrate for meaningful business de-

cisions. 

In language grammar organizes works to provide meaning.  In modelling, the structure of the 

model as represented by the prescribed objects that may appear on a diagram and how then connect 

according are governed by the modeling notation and conventions,  

 

It is not enough to use the same framework.  To communicate, we must use the same words 

and structures when we wish to convey the same thought. 



 

 

Discussion  

Graphic and Composition Models 

Symbolic Grammar 

Humans communicate architecture concepts with symbols and words.  The range of meaning ex-

pressed by the model is its ontology.  Graphic expression is the basis of modeling.  A lexicon of 

words supports the graphic model and is the basis of requirement statements.  

At some point in the past man determined a need to express ideas graphically.  This resulted 

in a rich tradition of carving, sculpting and finally the most recognized legacy, painting.   A small 

statue might represent a spirit or an individual.  We cannot know.  A drawing on a cave wall might 

depict a scene of animals that occurred, or one that was anticipated.  We cannot know.  What we 

can be assured of is that these symbols represented concepts that were accepted by those viewing 

them.  They were grammatically correct in that their purpose was to communicate within a mod-

eling notation.  A spear goes into the animal.  A spear does not come out of the animal.  People 

use tools, animals do not.  The spear does not need the image of its thrower to know that one is 

present in the model.  It is not an assumption, it is part of the model; its ontology, the range of 

concepts that can be expressed – the reality of the model. 

Today we use symbols to communicate business concepts and processes.  An arrow goes into 

a box and an arrow comes out of the box.  We know it is not the same arrow.  It has been trans-

formed somehow by the box.  The information represented by the arrow has a state that must have 

changed by the action of the box.  Information that was in a “draft” state might now be “approved”.    

Here again the ontology of the model is important. 

It could be said that the “draft” information no longer exists.  It might be that the arrow coming 

into the box is “consumed” in the creation of the arrow that exits the box.   Both might be correct 

if the ontology allows information to be persistent regardless of state, or if the information only 

exists because it has an exclusive state.  The difference is that in the former, the information de-

velopment lifecycle can be managed independent of the information itself.  In the latter, the 

information is bound to a persistent set of lifecycle steps.   Yes, this is subtle and academic as well 

as getting close to metaphysics, but it is crucial to get the ontology defined before progressing too 

quickly and certainly before engaging other people.  Knowing that a lifecycle is independent of its 

object allows a generic lifecycle to be applied to various objects that have the same properties.   

This has great utility because a lifecycle is a set of actions that have occurred.  It is a statement of 

states.   Otherwise subjects are arranged in an evolutionary set of objects that must precede each 

other.   Is an “unapproved” document the same as the “approved” document for purposes of a 

model?  Are they attributed the same way in the database or is it the same document in two states?  

Another common example of ambiguity is a collection of documents, such as an engineering 

change submission package.  It the package a unique entity or is it something without attributes 

and is composed of a set of documents each of which is in a “packaged” state.   Knowing these 

subtle differences in a model allow for either efficient database design or sprawling chaos. 
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Subject Verb

Subject (State 
Change)

New Subject

or

 

Figure 1 Possible Exclusive Outcomes – State Change or New Subject 

 

Large concepts can be condensed into a few symbols if those symbols are accepted and not 

ambiguous.  This is the basis of standard modeling notations.  The balance between the symbols, 

the words used in the model, and the concepts always creates a tension in the model and its ability 

to express nuance.   Sometimes the introduction of a new symbol may not be the answer. 

Complexity arises as new concepts create new symbols when simply stating an action would 

suffice.  Consider models that use a separate symbol for actions, events and decisions.  Is an event 

actually nothing more than the determination (by decision) that a temporal state has been reached 

(time criteria for the decision) or an action (manner criteria for the decision implying state) has 

occurred?   We are faced with either having an event symbol for every type of “value” that we are 

looking for, or stating each event as the action to determine if this value is present.  Of course the 

twist here is that the “action to determine” is the decision symbol, so it too might be eliminated.  

What cannot be removed from the model’s ontology are the concepts of action, sequence, infor-

mation, and state. 

 

Event  Action Decision 

Decision 
Result

Action

Decision 
Result

Action

 

Figure 2 Symbol Rich Model 

 

The symbol rich model still contains the basics of action, sequence, information and state.  

This means we can have a very simple symbol notation and still communicate if the basics are 

communicated.   Its success depends upon the grammar of the “sentence” represented by the sym-

bols and that the supporting set of words that express the ontology – the lexicon - is stable, 

unambiguous and understood.  The utility of this observation is that a standard diagram could be 

created that is generic for any given concept displaying a consistent pattern reinforced by standard 

terms.  It must exhibit an efficiency of symbols and precision in its use of words.  By expressing 

it in this form it may, if necessary, be translated into other modeling notations, while still retaining 

its meaning.  A standard model should be independent of framework and notation. 

 

 



 

 

Action
Information 

(State)
Action

Information 
(State)

Action

Information 
(State)

Action

 

Figure 3 Foundational Standard Model – Action, Sequence, Information and State 

 

A model expresses what information is required such that the concept modelled is able to 

execute.   The lexicon of the model forms the basis of requirement statements that will guide 

developers in providing an instantiation of the model as a solution. 

Composition Expression 

Standard models may be expressed in composed statements that are predictable and adhere to an 

understood grammar and lexicon. Work produces an output that defines the lexical semantics of 

the work. 

Words are only sets of sounds with meaning.  They can provide a narrative of a model inde-

pendent of the symbols of the model.  We might consider a subject noun as an arrow that represents 

the information we know about that noun, a verb as the box that acts upon that information and 

the arrow exiting the box as the object – the information about the noun changed by the box’s 

action.  It makes a sentence: “the noun is acted on by the verb to make the object” or “the noun is 

acted upon by the verb and changes the noun state”.  Nouns being transformed imply development 

and creation of either a state change or a new object.  Again, getting the basic ontology of a model 

settled prior to spending a lot of time on documenting processes it will save time and money.    

What might be quicker is a sentence “pattern or template” that does not allow for a lot of discus-

sion. 

If we agree that all subject nouns in the model must be “managed” as well as “produced” we 

have created a pattern.  All nouns can create two statements of action that are required to be present 

for the model to function.  These “requirement statements” are “Manage it” and “Produce it”.    

The tendency at this point in many modeling efforts is to go into a “fury of inactivity” as the 

group developing the model struggles with the meaning of the verbs and tries to fit it into their 

organizational, departmental worldview.  It is important to note that the actor and the systems have 

not been identified as yet and cannot be identified before the roles required of this action can be 

defined. 

What those verbs mean is a function of what the action changed or created as the object.   If 

“manage” gives rise to a “plan” that is used by production to produce both a “product” and an 

associated report of “performance” as an input to back to “Manage”, then we have defined manage 

and produce in terms of plan, product and performance.   This is a simple set, a predictable pattern 

applicable to all subjects in our model.   We have a model that is simple enough, universal enough, 

and standard enough to begin to communicate across larger audiences.   We do not argue over the 

definition of “manage”.  We know that regardless what the word “means”, its lexical semantics, 

it is more important at this high level of abstraction to concentrate on what it creates – the plan.  
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So we discover the meaning of these words by what this action produces or to summarize: “By 

their fruits you will know them”.   

At this level of abstraction we are still making statements of “what is done” - work, not “how 

it is done” – process.  In a general manner, it might be useful to think of “what is done” as work 

that produces “new” products and “how it is done” as work that produces a state change in objects.   

Work produces things, processes change states – more or less. 

 

Manage Plan Produce

Performance

Product

 

Figure 4 Work Model 

 

Requirement Statements that describe what is “required” to make the model work are: 

1. Performance is a requirement to Manage to make a Plan 

2. Plan is a requirement to Produce to make a Product and Performance. 

Here we can start to see a little tension in human language and making standard models.  Eng-

lish identifies the structures of a sentence by their position, their order within a sentence.   This 

model reads from left to right sequence and has the subject, verb, and object word order – the 

syntax that is common to English as well as other languages.  As a result it can sometimes create 

slightly awkward sentences depending on the verbs used.  One way to mitigate this effect is to 

avoid the use of plural terms in the model.  We also need to be aware that some verb function as 

nouns in English and that can result in ambiguity.  In our model we would avoid an action called 

“plan” since that word has already been used for a noun representing the information presented by 

Manage to Produce. 

 



 

 

Process: Man and Machine 

Work has a human and tool component.  The nature of the relationship provides fundamental 

difference in the way we represent and describe what is done by either.  

If an arrow goes into the box, the model is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, ex-

pressing the interaction of humans and machines.  The arrow represents information that must be 

transmitted between its source and destination.  That implies an export and an import of data 

attributes.   These are machine functions, not human.  Humans communicate concepts and un-

derstand the utility of what is imported.  They do this so they may intellectually develop an output 

concept and with the aid of a machine create its data attributes and export it to other machines.   

These attributes must be communicated so that it is understood by the next recipient.  Those six 

terms define basic categories of human and system requirements. 

 

 

Figure 5 Human And System Process Model for “Manage” 

 

Standard models reserve words for clarity and uniqueness. Humans understand, develop and 

communicate.  Machines import, create and export.  This defines the basic relationship between 

humans and machines in terms of “what is done” within a process of “how it is done.”   We have 

shifted the model down one level of abstraction, while still maintaining this idea of transition.   

Performance became Plan at the first level, while here we see state changes in a process acting on 

Performance and Plan. 

We have traditionally developed enterprise architecture to model “data communications” and 

“functional requirements”, the movement between systems and interfaces.  Recognizing the hu-

man intellectual component shows a parallel set of functions that describe human communication, 

concept development and understanding.   These allow for the identification and categorization of 

learning objectives, training plans and roles. 

The resulting requirement statements are able to be generated, not laboriously and expensively 

hand built.  They present precise categories of further decomposition as the physical solution for 

the model is developed.  Again, this allows us to separate information from human organization 

and information technology to manage each separately in business decisions. 

Understand 
Performance

 Develop Plan

  

Communicate 
Plan

Import 
Performance

Create Plan Export Plan 

 

Communicate 
Performance

Import Plan

 

 

Human

System
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Solution 

Templates and Models 

 

Patterns allow generic structures to be built to facilitate generating models and requirement state-

ments by substituting unique values.  They may be expressed in graphical patterns as well as 

written statements that are predictable and adhere to an understood grammar.  Architectures built 

from a standard model allow measurement of the business maturity and direction for improvement 

through “management by model”. 

Moving from handmade, one-off models to an industrial, mass produced paradigm requires 

us to reorient ourselves.  The models we produce are more accurately patterns, or templates which 

when instantiated with a subject term, form models.  In this way a generation operation can sub-

stitute the target word (the subject of the model) into the graphical template or semantic sentence 

structure and “generate” architecture through the standard model’s template. 

 

Manage 
[Subject 
Noun]

[Subject 
Noun] 
Plan

Produce 
[Subject 
Noun]

[Subject Noun] 
Performance

[Subject 
Noun] 

Product

 

Figure 6 Standard Model Activity Template 

 

The value in this approach is that consistent standard models and accompanying graphical and 

composition templates can be developed that address different aspects of a business architecture.  

This results in the ability to quickly create very large architectures that are as easy to understand 

as the underlying pattern that built them.  Integration becomes improved because each “Produc-

tion” step is linked to another in a dependency, as mentioned earlier, of products that are 

prerequisite in the evolution of the overall architecture.   If a group of people can gain consensus 

on simply the dependency between products, then by application of the standard model the work 

of managing and producing them is exposed. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 7 Standard Model Process Template 

 

This is a radical departure from our traditional method of developing architectures where the 

first question is usually “what do you do?”  This results in a unbounded “wordfight” for the lexical 

semantics of “Manage”, “Guide”, “Assist”, “Engineer”, “Produce”, “Develop”….etc.   The easier, 

quicker, less expensive approach it to begin with the questions “what do you make and who uses 

it?” and then apply the standard model template for Manage and Produce.   It is analogous to going 

into a factory and defining the sets of workstations on the production floor by what they make as 

“new products”.   This identifies the core thread of product dependencies without being distracted 

by statements of work that only change a state, rather than produce something used by another. 

By agreeing to the structure of the model, the audience accepts that the model predicts these 

elements to be present.  Whether or not there are artifacts that evidence “Performance” and “Plan” 

is part of determining the maturity of the solution.  It also allows leadership to “fill in the blanks” 

and improve the business.  The result is that a consistent model structure is persistent throughout 

System

Understand 
[Subject] 

Performance

Performance 
Utility 

(understood)

Develop 
[Subject] Plan

[Subject] 
Performance 

Attribute 
(imported)

[Subject] Plan 
Concept 

(developed)

Communicate 
[Subject] Plan

Import 
[Subject] 

Performance

Create 
[Subject] Plan

Export 
[Subject] Plan

[Subject] 
Plan 

Attribute 
(created)

[Subject] 
Plan 

Attribute 
(exported)

Communicate 
[Subject] 

Performance

Import 
[Subject] Plan

[Subject] 
Performance 

Concept 
(communicated)

[Subject] Plan 
Attribute 

(exported)

Human

Human

System
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the business and the result is “Management by Model”.  Once the model is understood, its appli-

cation to all business “subjects” ensures consistent, unambiguous communication and the ability 

to integrate, expand and optimize the business.  
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Standard Model 

 Structure and  

Integration 
 

An Objective Description of the  

Structure of a Standard Model  
Independent of Framework or Notation  

As a  

Control Cycle  
 

Every product or capability may be expressed through 

Controlled Multiple Dimensions of Strategy, Financial Sus-

tainment, The Acquisition of Resources And  
The Production of Products 

 
 

 



 

 

Part II - Standard Model Structure and Integration  

Synopsis 

1. The basis of inconsistent enterprise architecture in large domains is the lack of shared 

understanding of a single operational model and its associated enterprise architecture 

components.   

2. A standard model is a structure that is independent of framework. 

3. A standard model is expressed both as structure and instance. 

4. A standard model is based on consistent statements of control. 

5. Information communicates control elements between structures. 

6. A control cycle provides the foundational balanced control of action and feedback within 

a standard model.  

7. Control cycles are applied across multiple aspects of the standard model to establish the 

dimensions of control. 

8. The subject of a control cycle is an information flow that is controlled both for the perfor-

mance of its production as well as its consumption by other dimensions.  

9. Dimensions aggregate to express a structure that will provide a proper range and depth of 

control across different aspects of an instance. 

10. Standard models provide structure to express the exchange of controlled products between 

dimensions.  



 

 

Problem 

Structure and Dependency 

The basis of inconsistent enterprise architecture in large domains is the lack of shared understanding of a single 

operational model and its associated enterprise architecture components.   

Enterprise architectures serve to communicate the structure and dependencies of an organization to its par-

ticipants and leadership. Large enterprise architectures, and frankly many small ones, can be difficult to develop 

since they rely so heavily on a shared understanding of the meaning of words.  In the absence of a shared under-

standing through an objective model, enterprise architects must rely upon consensus to find agreement on the 

words used and their meaning to populate the framework structures. 

 



 

 

Discussion 

A standard model is a structure that is independent of framework. 

Structure and Instance 

This paper describes the structure of the Standard Model as independent from any specific instance.  Since 

the model is based on a repeated template which is managed and analyzed separately, it is necessary to refer to 

the structure’s elements by terms that are identifiable as related to structure, not a specific instance.   As these 

structures are applied to a specific subject, the context has changed and terms are used to identify the model’s 

application.  The table in Figure 1 outlines the relationships between structure and instance.  It serves as an aid to 

the following discussion. 
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Solution 

A standard model is expressed both as structure and instance. 

A Structure of Form and Instance 

The following table outlines the solution to be discussed.  Each component of the method will be examined 

for its role as either a structure or an instance of structure.  The form of the structure is presented such that it can 

be seen as a composition understood structures or of previously defined concepts.  The meaning of the compo-

nent expresses the foundations for its utility.  



 

 

 

 

Table – Standard Model Structure Overview 

Standard Model
Instance or 
Structure

Form Meaning Example

Control Statement Structure Verb Phrase Activity Manage

Information Flow Structure
Control Statement > 
Information Flow > 
Control Statement

Information and 
Sequence

Performance

Control Cycle Structure Control
Manage, Project 
Plan, Produce, 
Performance

Control 
Statement

Control 
Statement

Information 
Flow

Information 
Flow

Dimension Instance Control Cycle Aspect Strategy

Dimension > Product 
(Information Flow) > 

Dimension
Product Instance

Inter-dimensional 
Informational 

Exchange
Strategy Goal

Model Structure Scope
Information Flow 
Dependency and 

Performance

Control 
Cycle

Control 
Cycle

Information 
Flow

Information 
Flow

Program Instance Model Instance Strategy Program

Dimension

Dimension

Product
Product

Domain Structure
Program Controlled 

Product
Strategy

Model

Model

Product

Information 
Flow

Enterprise Instance
Internal and 

External

Strategy to 
Operational 

Planning

Domain

Domain

Product

Information 
Flow



 

 

Standard Model Control Statements and Cycle  

A standard model is based on consistent statements of control. 

Control Statement 

The fundamental aspect of a standard model is its reliance upon statements and structures that express control.   

This ensures that the performance of the model is maintained both internally and externally.  It must do this in a 

generic manner such that the terms used may apply to multiple aspects of the enterprise without bias or a conflict 

in context.  This allows for templates to be applied regardless of subject. 

 In its simplest form the standard model creates a control structure based on the complementary relationship 

of doing something in accordance with direction and changing how something is done based on performance. 

This relationship must exist in a standard model. A control statement is a verb phrase used to express activity 

associated with control.    A standard model is not simply a template of repeated activity.  It is a statement of 

repeated controlled activity. 

 

 

Figure 8 Control Statement Structure 

 

Control implies that there is measurement, observation, and decision-making that results in the desired 

change to the way things are done. The degree to which these actions are expressed is a statement of the model’s 

detail.  If they are very detailed, they may express very discrete actions and their associated information flows as 

well as the system functions required to automate them in a workflow.  The juxtaposition of two control statements 

such as “manage” and “produce” establishes an objective model relationship that is meaningful as well as one 

that can be challenged based on structure, and not an arbitrary definition. 

Information Flow 

 

Information flows communicate control elements between structures. 

 

Control statements produce information.  Information flows are communications of elements of information 

that enable other control statements.  These information flows represent the measurements, observations, deci-

sions and changes to the way things are done. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Information Flow Structure 

 

The information flow is unidirectional and of itself does not have a control.  The control statements are simply 

connected by an information flow.  Control statements and information flows are structural prerequisites of con-

trol expressed in a model. 

Control 
Statement

Information Flow



 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 Information Flow Between Control Statements 

 

Control Cycle 

 

A control cycle provides the foundational balanced control of action and feedback within a standard model.  

 

A control cycle is a structure of control statements and information flows that expresses both the required 

information for a control statement and the performance of the received information flow, not the control state-

ments. The resulting cycle binds the control statements and establishes the first level of control in a standard 

model.  The performance of the control statement is implied through the performance of the products received.  

In a standard model, the control statements are considered to execute the information received without error. 

 

 

Figure 11 Control Cycle Structure 

 

An example of a control cycle shows both the activities represented by control statements, the information 

associated with the flow and the sequence of the flow.  

Control 
Statement

Control 
Statement

Information Flow

Control Cycle

Control 
Statement

Control 
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Information FlowInformation Flow
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Figure 12 Information Flows in a Control Cycle Example 

 

The manage information flow provides the information necessary to express the intended performance of the 

produce control statement.  It is an assumption of the model that the produce control statement is in fact the 

instantiation of the manage information flow intent.  How well the management information flow execute is 

expressed in the produce information flow that is returned. 

Dimension 

 

Control cycles are applied across multiple aspects of the subject to establish the dimensions of control. 

A dimension is an instance of a control cycle structure applied to a specific aspect the model’s subject.  The 

dimensions define the scope of a standard model structure.  Words such as strategy, finance, resourcing, and 

production are all examples of the dimensions that define the subject lifecycle from inception to sustainment. 

When these dimensions are brought under control they impart their control to the subject.   

 

The subject of a control cycle is an information flow that is controlled both for the performance of  

its production as well as its consumption by other dimensions.  

A product is an instance of an information flow provided by a dimension to another dimension in a controlled 

manner that represents the production of the information related to material or information that is produced and 

consumed between dimensions.  A product is measured for both its production measurements that express how it 

was made, and its consumption measurements that express how well it works for its consumer.  This distinguishes 

it from information flows that are not measured for their performance.  

The product does not represent a physical flow of material or information but instead represents information 

associated with it exclusive of performance.  Performance information is exchanged on an information flow.  A 

product that is not consumed is undefined since its utility and performance cannot be measured.   

 

 

 
 

Figure 13 Product Instance 

Control Cycle
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Produce

Manage 
Information Flow

Produce 
Information Flow

Product



 

 

 

 

In this abbreviated example, the consumption measure is shown while it is implied that within the product 

producing dimension there is an expression of production performance. 

   

 

Figure 14 Dimension and Product Structure 
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Dimension 
Product 
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Model 

Dimensions aggregate to express a structure that will provide a proper range and depth of control across different 

aspects of an instance. 

A model is a structure of a single or set of control cycles.  This establishes the structure of the dimension 

instances used.  As it is a structure, it is still independent of a subject.   

 

 

Figure 15 Model Structure With Two Dimensions 

 

In a more detailed view, the difference between information flow and a related inter-control cycle information 

flow is shown.  Only the inter-control cycle information flow has both elements of production and consumption 

performance. 
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Figure 16 Model Structure Detail 
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In a final view, the dimensions are expressed in detail showing the basic relationship between dimensions 

as well as their control statements. 

 

 

Figure 17 Two Control Cycle Model Structure Detail 
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Program 

Standard models provide structure to express the exchange of controlled products between dimensions. 

A program is an instance of a model associated with a specific program product that is produced for con-

sumption by another program.    

                                                                                                                                               

 

Figure 18 Program Structure 
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Figure 19 Program Structure Detail 

Domain 

A domain is a structure of related models.   
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Figure 20 Standard Model Domain 

 

A domain is a structural element for model taxonomy classification and identification.  A model is not re-

quired to be identified with a domain and multiple models do not mandate the identification of a domain.  Domains 

are not influential on the execution of a model but only serve to categorize like or affiliated models to ease their 

analysis through more efficient identification.  

Models produce information flows for internal domain consumption with other associated models.  Models 

also produce information flows for external domain consumption by another model.  

Models may be hierarchical within a domain and dependent upon other models in other domains for infor-

mation resources.  This results in both a parent-child relationship and a sibling relationship between models in 

the same hierarchical domain; as well, “cousin” relationships between models across domains may exist providing 

execution threads across models and optionally domains.   
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Figure 21 Hierarchical Domain Structure 

 

A hierarchical domain may not express fully developed models as part of the taxonomic structure.  Instead 

these parent “models” are “inactive and incomplete” but provide a form of semantic structure.  The decomposition 

could be based on “a kind of” or “a part of” relationships.   As a result the leaf level models are “actionable and 

complete” and represent a “series” relationship within a domain. 

 

 

Figure 22 Leaf Level Domain Structure 
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In a non-hierarchical domain, the models are independent and function as class structured objects.  The model 

in a non-hierarchical domain is identified in attribution, not structure.   

 

 

Figure 23 Non-hierarchical Domain Structure 

 

Enterprise 

An enterprise is an instance of domain structures that creates an identified set of related products.   The 

domains are bound by their products. Enterprises may be expressed in a structured or unstructured manner.  They 

may or may not be hierarchical.   

DomainDomain

Model Model Model
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Figure 24 Standard Model Enterprise Instance 

 

Since enterprises are instances of structural domains, they provide programs with taxonomy classification 

and identification.  Programs produce information flows for internal domain consumption with other associated 

programs.  Programs also produce products for external enterprise consumption by another program.  

Programs may be hierarchical within an enterprise and dependent upon other programs in other enterprises 

for product resources.  This results in both a parent-child relationship and a sibling relationship between programs 

in the same hierarchical domain; as well, “cousin” relationships between programs across enterprises may exist 

providing execution threads across programs.   
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Figure 25 Hierarchical Enterprise 

 

A hierarchical enterprise may not express fully developed programs as part of the taxonomic structure.  In-

stead these parent “programs” are “inactive and incomplete” but provide a form of semantic structure.  The 

decomposition could be based on “a kind of” or “a part of” relationships.   As a result the leaf level programs are 

“actionable and complete” and represent a “series” relationship within an enterprise. 
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Figure 26 Leaf Level Program Structure 

 

In a non-hierarchical domain, the programs are independent and function as class structured objects.  The 

program in a non-hierarchical enterprise is identified in attribution, not structure.   

 

 

Figure 27 Non-Hierarchical Enterprise 
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Conclusion  

Nature is comprised of patterns. Software engineering has become modular based on patterns and algorithm.  

Those concepts are transferable to process modeling and will provide efficiencies in production and communica-

tion.  Repeated patterns of structure can be refined providing the ability to create myriad instances of information 

that are easily understood and integrated.  These structures form the standard building blocks of enterprise archi-

tecture.   Their utility is dependent upon developing models that are universal and abstract enough to frame the 

requirements. 

 



 

 

 

 

A Standard Model 

 Example 
BEING the GRAPHICAL EXPOSITION application of the  

The Generative  

Enterprise Architecture Method  

 
For the development of Visual Graphic Representations of Enter-

prise Architecture relationships 

Using a Standard CONTROL CYCLE to Multiple 

DIMENSIONS of a Product 
 

Supersedes the Time Consuming and Iterative Manual Method Com-

monly Employed by Business Process Modelers and replaces it with a FACTORY 

METHOD of generating Useful Views by REPETIVE, EFFICIENT, 

PRODUCTION 



 

 

Part III - Standard Model Example  

Synopsis 

1. An example of the standard model method will provide better insight. 

2. Architecture is predicated on resource dependencies. 

3. Models are instantiated as programs by application of unique products applied to patterned structures. 

4. Model elements are developed and provide statements of structure and requirements. 

5. The model generates product specific requirements. 

 



 

 

Problem 

The Value of An Example 

An example of the standard model method will provide better insight. 

A word is worth 1/1000th of a picture.  Without a notional example of the method, the ability to visualize it 

will be too difficult or potentially ambiguous to communicate. 



 

 

Discussion 

A Simple Model 

 

A standard model method will be employed to express a simple model.  The method will be presented for its 

structure and application including some limitations that may present themselves.  The utility of the model will 

be expressed through the number of objects that are able to be generated.  These objects serve as requirements for 

either the creation of new objects within the enterprise or as a way of organizing existing objects.   Completeness 

can be inferred from the number of objects developed or identified. 



 

 

Solution 

A Notional Standard Model Structure  

 Architecture is predicated on resource dependencies. 

Product Dependency 

Many enterprise architecture frameworks and methodologies describe the development of product depend-

ency relationship models and their associated diagrams. The purpose is to show the origin and destination of 

resources.  These relationships are fundamental to the development of standard model architecture. Dependency 

shows communication between models. The communication includes the information about the product being 

provided to a model for its consumption as well as the performance measurements of that product in consumption 

within the model. 

This paper will demonstrate a standard model application to a simple expression of information dependency.  

It will be extended through generative enterprise architecture methods to develop reference objects, structures, 

and relationships. 

Assume that we begin with the following resource relationship in a fictitious military scenario: a weather 

report is used as an input to the military operation’s plan.  The structure of a single standard model will then take 

this relationship and extend it along the following principles: 

 For every resource there are two dimensions to consider – strategy and production. Strategy is input to 

production. 

 These dimensions are managed and executed based on performance. 

 Production and product Performance is managed by issuing change to execution. 

The structure of the standard model is seen in the following: 



 

 

 

Figure 28 Simple Standard Model Structure 

 

This model demonstrates the internal balance between strategy and production dimensions of any subject 

product. Strategy is being seen coming from the strategy dimension as an input to production dimension. Its utility 

is reported as strategy consumption performance as an information flow back to strategy management. At the 

same time the strategy execution performance is being reported to strategy management. Based on these two 

performances a determination can be made whether or not a strategy change is required. 

The same relationships exist in the production dimension. External consumption is demonstrated by the pro-

duction product going out to another model and the product performance coming back as an information flow. 

Application 

 Models are instantiated as programs by application of  unique products applied to patterned structures 
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The structure of a standard model provides the pattern that allows replication across different products.  This 

method ensures a consistent structure, terms and concepts are applied, which speeds the production of models.  

In addition to rapidly building models, the use of a single model structure allows individuals to quickly learn one 

model and simply apply it to multiple concepts and contexts. 

 

One Model, Two Products 

When both a weather report and an operational plan are applied to this model the following dependency 

instance results. The individual products are shown as being consumed and the performance of those products is 

being communicated back to the producing program.   

Of course what's not shown in this model instance are activities producing the inputs that were required to 

produce a weather report as well as the model that might use the operational plan. Whether these are considered 

internal to the model or not is a matter of scope and model detail.  The purpose of this demonstration is to simply 

show the relationship between two independent models.  

This allows a template, a standard building block relationship of models being related together consistently. 

It is important to understand is that regardless of the product being expressed the structure of its functions are 

consistent with any other product. In this way a consistent lexicon is produced such that regardless of the product 

execution performance, consumption performance, change and other concepts are consistently expressed in the 

architecture. 

 

Limitations 

Standard model must produce “standard model grammatically consistent statements”, even if those state-

ments seem awkward, stilted or even cumbersome in formal language.  Consistency is more important than 

absolute verb agreement or even the invention of some odd new word constructs.  The standard model is not 

necessarily one that will be used to communicate to customers but instead is the basis of communication between 

architectures and architects.  Its purpose is to provide a reference structure as well as an instance of the architec-

ture.   

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 29 Example Model Relationships 
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A Standard Model’s Utility  

 Model elements are developed and provide statements of structure and requirements. 

Model Structural Elements and Utility 

An examination of the model, independent of a product instance, gives an understanding of how a template 

based on even a simple model such as presented may provide a rich expression of requirements.  This approach, 

using the model to generate the requirements, differs from the practice of having a separate group of individuals 

write requirements independent of the modelers.  The model itself is a graphical representation of requirements, 

not simply process.  Understanding how to pick the model apart and categorize these requirements is one of the 

major advantages of using a standard model method. 

The following list will keep a running total of the objects that comprise this simple model.  It will be a gross 

measure of the model 

Beginning with the stated purpose of the model to provide a resource to another model we have the following 

object. 

1. The product itself 

Each model contains with 2 statements of work.  This provides a boundary for underlying process definition. 

2. Manage product production  

3. Execute product production 

Each statement of the work model may be extrapolated to 2 complimentary expressions of human participa-

tion.  This helps define process roles:  

4. Product production manager 

5. Product production executor 

Each statement of work model may be extrapolated to two expressions of system participation.  Depending 

on the modeling notation used, these will be distinct from human roles, though they share the same terms. This 

helps define process roles:  

6. Product production manager 

7. Product production executor 

There are two information flows with data for performance measures of timeliness, completeness, adherence 

to design and the utility to the consumer:  

8. Product production performance 

9. Product consumption performance 

There is one information flow with data concerning the change required if the performance must be addressed 

by a change to production.  This expresses “Change Management” process release to influence both the produc-

tion and the product. 

10. Change product production execution 

Since every data object must be created, transported and received through the activities of the model there 

are the following 12 “system functional requirements”.  These provide statements of requirements for the devel-

opment of the product, data communication interfaces, portals and workflow: 

11. Create product 

12. Create product production performance  

13. Create product consumption performance 



 

 

14. Create product production change requirement 

15. Transmit product 

16. Receive product 

17. Transmit product production performance 

18. Receive product production performance 

19. Transmit product consumption performance 

20. Receive product consumption performance 

21. Transmit product production change requirement  

22. Receive product production change requirement 

In a like manner, these are complimented by the work of humans who must “understand, develop and com-

municate” these data objects resulting in 12 “human competency requirements” for the development of 

collaboration, organization, curricula and business rules: 

23. Understand product 

24. Develop product 

25. Communicate product 

26. Understand product production performance 

27. Understand product consumption performance 

28. Understand product production change requirement 

29. Develop product production performance 

30. Develop product consumption performance 

31. Develop product production change requirement 

32. Communicate product production performance 

33. Communicate product consumption performance 

34. Communicate product production change requirement 

These 34 structures are independent of any specific “product”.  This demonstrates that the standard model 

may be represented either graphically or through substitution in a linguistic representation.  The application of 

the model in this manner could be used as a “requirements generator” in a software application. 

Application to the Example Model 

 The model generates product specific requirements. 

By now applying the 34 structural elements to a two dimensional model of strategy and production and in 

turn apply these to the two dependent programs of the weather report and the operational plan.  A robust archi-

tecture of the requirements for the resulting domain to operate is the result.  The utility of this approach is that it 

is unlikely a more complete, consistent or defensible set of requirements could be produced by consensus using 

an ad hoc method.     Since there are going to be quite a few statements it is prudent to bring in the structure of 

architecture to gain a better level of categorization and understanding. 

 Categories of Architecture 

Architecture provides an explanation and representation of the structure and relationship of an enterprise.  

Some of the ways that this large amount of information is organized is to describe the work, the tools and the 

people engaged in the work of the business.  A more formal structure with greater scope would describe the key 

interrogatives of who, what, where, when, why, and how.   The model will now be applied to the subject products 

and this will allow a total count of objects to be determined.   



 

 

Operational Architecture 

The operational architecture describes the work of the enterprise.  It does this without an expression of the 

systems or people engaged. 

Beginning with the operational architecture and our simple model premises previously stated, the two models 

interact with each other and reference the following 4 objects.  Since these are represented as data in the architec-

ture, they will be counted later in that category of information. 

 The weather report strategy 

 The weather report 

 The operational plan strategy 

 The operational plan 

Each model may be examined and extended for its product with 8 fundamental processes:  

1) Manage weather report strategy  

2) Execute weather report strategy  

3) Manage weather report production  

4) Execute weather report production 

5)  Manage operational plan strategy  

6) Execute operational plan strategy  

7) Manage operational plan production  

8) Execute operational plan production 

Participant Architecture 

The work of operations is conducted by humans and tools.  The human architecture begins to express the 

work in terms of human performers that may represent individuals or groups of individuals. 

There are 8 functional human roles represented.  These roles are embodied in the actors actually perform 

these functions.   Notionally there's a one for one correspondence with role and performer. 

9) Weather report strategy manager 

10) Weather report strategy executor 

11) Weather report production manager 

12) Weather report production executor 

13) Operational plan strategy manager 

14) Operational plan strategy executor 

15) Operational plan production manager 

16) Operational plan production executor 

 

Systems are the counterpoint to humans as performers.  They too may be categorized based on the operational 

model and provide a functional expression.  There are 8 system roles: 

17) Weather report t strategy manager 

18) Weather report strategy executor 

19) Weather report production manager 

20) Weather report production executor 

21) Operational plan strategy manager 

22) Operational plan strategy executor 

23) Operational plan production manager 



 

 

24) Operational plan production executor 

The symbolic framework used to express the model will make a distinction between system and human par-

ticipants that share the operational responsibility of the business. 

Information Architecture 

There are 16 data objects representing the information that is generated and consumed throughout the model. 

 

25) Weather report strategy production performance 

26) Weather report strategy consumption performance  

27) Weather report production performance 

28) Weather report consumption performance 

29) Weather report strategy change requirement 

30) Weather report production change requirement 

31) Weather report strategy 

32) Weather report 

33) Operational plan strategy production performance 

34) Operational plan strategy consumption performance  

35) Operational plan production performance 

36) Operational plan consumption performance 

37) Operational plan strategy change requirement 

38) Operational plan production change requirement 

39) Operational plan strategy 

40) Operational plan 

System Functional Architecture 

As each data object is required to be transmitted and received throughout the model there are 32 communi-

cation interfaces required to move data objects between processes.  

 

41) Transmit weather report strategy production performance 

42) Receive weather report strategy production performance 

43) Transmit weather report strategy consumption performance  

44) Receive weather report strategy consumption performance 

45) Transmit weather report production performance 

46) Receive weather report production performance 

47) Transmit weather report consumption performance 

48) Receive weather report consumption performance 

49) Transmit weather report strategy change requirement 

50) Receive weather report strategy change requirement 

51) Transmit weather report production change requirement  

52) Receive weather report production change requirement 

53) Transmit weather report strategy 

54) Receive weather report strategy 

55) Transmit weather report 



 

 

56) Receive weather report 

57) Transmit operational plan strategy production performance 

58) Receive operational plan strategy production performance 

59) Transmit operational plan strategy consumption performance  

60) Receive operational plan strategy consumption performance 

61) Transmit operational plan production performance 

62) Receive operational plan production performance 

63) Transmit operational plan consumption performance 

64) Receive operational plan consumption performance 

65) Transmit operational plan strategy change requirement 

66) Receive operational plan strategy change requirement 

67) Transmit operational plan production change requirement  

68) Receive operational plan production change requirement 

69) Transmit operational plan strategy 

70) Receive operational plan strategy 

71) Transmit operational plan 

72) Receive operational plan 

At the highest level the data objects are manipulated and created. For this reason they could simply state that 

there are 16 functional system requirements to simply create each data object. 

 

73) Create weather report strategy production performance 

74) Create weather report strategy consumption performance 

75) Create weather report production performance  

76) Create weather report consumption performance 

77) Create weather report strategy change requirement 

78) Create weather report production change requirement 

79) Create weather report strategy 

80) Create weather report 

81) Create operational plan strategy production performance 

82) Create operational plan strategy consumption performance 

83) Create operational plan production performance  

84) Create operational plan consumption performance 

85) Create operational plan strategy change requirement 

86) Create operational plan production change requirement 

87) Create operational plan strategy 

88) Create operational plan 

At this point we could notionally say that there are child functions that allow us to create the data objects.  

Without a model to express a consistent way in which this occurs such functional verbs and nouns as extract, 

transform, load, store, etc. are without value for the purpose of generating architecture using a standard model. 

They could however be used as extending the standard model to a common system functions list provided that 

there is a model that consistently and objectively expresses what the words mean in terms of a model and not an 

ad hoc definition. 



 

 

So every data object that interacts with an activity is received as one of the inputs and the resulting output is 

created and transmitted. Beyond that simple statement the model does not show how this occurs.  

Human Functional Architecture 

There is an equal and parallel human set of functions to manipulate these objects.  Those functions, that is 

the ability to perform the work described in the operational architecture, are predicated on the presence of human 

competencies.  Just as the system functions were generated by the models symbolic relationships, so to can the 

competency architecture be expressed as the actions of the human are complementary to the actions of the system. 

There are 48 training object's that can be predicted based on the standard model. Just as the system must 

import the data object the human must be able to understand it. Just as the system must create every data object 

the human must be able to develop that object. Granted the idea of humans developing an object may be the object 

itself or its structure and requirements if it can be argued that this action is purely mechanical. At this level of 

abstraction that case is very difficult to make. Finally though the system a transport the data object elsewhere it 

is incumbent upon the human understand it and communicate it to other humans.  So for the eight data objects 

there is understand develop and communicate. 

 

89) Understand weather report strategy production performance 

90) Understand weather report strategy consumption performance  

91) Understand weather report production performance 

92) Understand weather report consumption performance 

93) Understand weather report strategy change requirement 

94) Understand weather report production change requirement 

95) Understand weather report strategy 

96) Understand weather report 

97) Develop weather report strategy production performance 

98) Develop weather report strategy consumption performance  

99) Develop weather report production performance 

100) Develop weather report consumption performance 

101) Develop weather report strategy change requirement 

102) Develop weather report production change requirement 

103) Develop weather report strategy 

104) Develop weather report 

105) Communicate weather report strategy production performance 

106) Communicate weather report strategy consumption performance  

107) Communicate weather report production performance 

108) Communicate weather report consumption performance 

109) Communicate weather report strategy change requirement 

110) Communicate weather report production change requirement 

111) Communicate weather report strategy 

112) Communicate weather report 

113)  Understand operational plan strategy production performance 

114) Understand operational plan strategy consumption performance  

115) Understand operational plan production performance 

116) Understand operational plan consumption performance 



 

 

117) Understand operational plan strategy change requirement 

118) Understand operational plan production change requirement 

119) Understand operational plan strategy 

120) Understand operational plan 

121) Develop operational plan strategy production performance 

122) Develop operational plan strategy consumption performance  

123) Develop operational plan production performance 

124) Develop operational plan consumption performance 

125) Develop operational plan strategy change requirement 

126) Develop operational plan production change requirement 

127) Develop operational plan strategy 

128) Develop operational plan 

129) Communicate operational plan strategy production performance 

130) Communicate operational plan strategy consumption performance  

131) Communicate operational plan production performance 

132) Communicate operational plan consumption performance 

133) Communicate operational plan strategy change requirement 

134) Communicate operational plan production change requirement 

135) Communicate operational plan strategy 

136) Communicate operational plan 

The relationship between human, system and information can be expressed in a diagram as follows.  It rep-

resents any given activity that has an inbound and resultant information flow where the execution of the activity 

is a shared responsibility of humans and systems.  This model provides some discrete categories of functions that 

are quite useful for organizing further decomposition into how processes execute. 

Of note is that the two parallel flows express the complimentary work of humans and machines.  There is an 

unbalanced emphasis in many architectures on “system communications” without an equally robust “human com-

munications” exposure.  This standard model provides not only the expression of these parallel networks, one 

human social and the other system communication – but provides a succinct expression of the human-systems 

integration “couples” when viewed as pairs of import-understand, develop-create and export-communicate. 

 

 

Figure 30 Human and System Functions 
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Conclusion  

The simple model presented here is illustrative of how a standard model generated architecture presents a 

consistent set of enterprise architecture components.   In this example we began with the dependency between a 

weather report and an operational plan.  The result were 136 unique, standard, model based assertions of require-

ments to make that relation function based on a simple two dimension model. 

We are left with a disturbing observation.  Architectures, to be correct and informative to the engineers that 

must implement them are very, very large constructs.   If it is left to committees and workgroups to sequester 

themselves and “develop requirements” how can we ever be assured that 1) all the requirements are captured (or 

at least categorized correctly) and 2) how can humans understand what these requirements mean? 

The standard model method overcomes these two time consuming, confusing and expensive problems.  An 

understanding of the single model allows that understanding to be consistently expressed across a limitless do-

main. 

It is not necessary or realistic that the domain adopt the standard model as its lexicon. Though the terminology 

used may still be required to be translated back into terms that are familiar to a particular audience, it nonetheless 

provides a consistent expression of components and their relationships among architects. In doing so a normal 

taxonomy can rapidly be developed from a minimum amount of effort far and away exceeding the speed at which 

architectures are currently developed.  

Finally the presentation of a model allows objective criticism of the meaning of words or their uniqueness in 

a given context.  It is not realistic to believe that a dictionary will ever be able to present a consistent set of 

definitions to express the meaning of words such as “manage” or “execute”.  A model provides a context for 

understanding how these words manipulate information and data about the real world.  Now rather than argue the 

meaning of words, consensus may be built around the structure of the standard model that will be used to define 

the enterprise. 
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Part V – Ending the Craft 

Synopsis 

 

1. Current methods of developing enterprise architecture are likened to the production of craft and artisan 

products.  Due to their unique structures and taxonomy, the integration of these architectures requires 

excessive time and cost to align their lexicons.  The architectures have no opportunity to integrate other 

than by establishing consensus of alignment with the reference model lexicon.  As a result the integration 

is rendered too vague to be actionable with confidence and only serves to provide a basic understanding.     

2. The Standard Model Method (SM2) is the development of a single model structure as a template for 

Generative Enterprise Architecture Method (GEAM)  

3. Generative Enterprise Architecture Method (GEAM) which uses standard models to populate enterprise 

architecture frameworks with instances of framework objects.   

4. The resulting models may serve as a collection and categorization structure for existing artifacts, may 

themselves express architecture where none exists with or without translation to the domain taxonomy, or 

finally  provide a translation mechanism between disparate domain architectures. 



 

 

Problem 

The Cost of Craftwork 

Current methods of developing enterprise architecture are likened to the production of craft and artisan products.  

Due to their unique structures and taxonomy, the integration of these architectures requires excessive time and 

cost to align their lexicons.  The architectures have no opportunity to integrate other than by establishing 

consensus of alignment with the reference model lexicon.  As a result the integration is rendered too vague to be 

actionable with confidence and only serves to provide a basic understanding.     

Enterprise architecture is a vehicle of communicating requirements of a solution as distinct from solution 

architecture which is focused upon implementation of a solution in context.  Enterprise architecture defines 

relationships, expresses ideas and allows the visualization of change.  Enterprise architecture provides consistent 

structure and context to our questions and their answers.  Enterprise architecture provides the structure to identify 

and locate solutions.  To draw an analogy, enterprise architecture is the structure of the library shelves, not the 

content of the books on the shelves.  The books are the transition between enterprise architecture and solution 

architecture – the processes.  When expressed generically these are the structure of the solution.  When expressed 

in a specific context, they express the solution. Enterprise architecture provides the intersection of work, 

resources, intent and investment that are the structure and requirements of the context specific solution 

architecture process.   

These structures are part of the enterprise architecture framework.  The framework is structure, what must be 

defined, not the instances of what is defined.  Frameworks themselves are built by consensus.  This consensus 

has shown an evolution from structures that were optimized for the management of information technology to a 

more holistic view of the enterprise to address not just information and technology but the role of humans, 

organizations and talent.  Through consensus these frameworks have also had to express how these ideas are 

expressed, organized by taxonomy, and structured through decomposition.   What started as a framework to 

optimize information technology in the enterprise has spurred an interest in using frameworks to solve ever more 

complex questions by defining more components of the framework.   The problem is that these frameworks were 

intended to make communication across different architectures easier.  Though there may be agreement across 

architectures as the structure – there remains contention on the definition of these instances of components.    

There may be agreement that there is a requirement to define “an activity” in a framework but no agreement 

on the words used to define that activity.   What does it mean to “manage” or “produce” or “analyze”?  Are these 

words the same or are they unique? Are they dependent? Or are they simply the first word that came to mind?   

The problem is based in how enterprise architects build architecture.  Their method allows for the introduction of 

ambiguity. 

Enterprise architects currently define these framework components by interview and consensus.  Enterprise 

architects ask subject matter experts what they do, they read concepts of operations to identify large aggregations 

of work, and finally they may look to reference models, themselves built by consensus, that already define terms 

and structure.  This is an insufficient and arbitrary method limited by the experiences of those that are interviewed, 

the scope of the documents reviewed and the completeness of the reference models consulted.     

It allows consensus to be the driving rationale of translation and integration rather than an objective model.  

Things in the enterprise are the way they are because it is said that is the way they are – without a way of 

determining if they are consistent or complete.  The resulting architectures are declared balanced and complete 

because they ultimately express what the audience knows.  Architects have sampled the occupants of the cubicles 

and gained consensus.  These methods do not express what the audience has not described, yet should exist and 

be predicted by an objective model.  Our architectures defy consistency, uniformity and completeness since the 

architecture and its lexicon is crafted without an underlying, unifying set of structures and principles – a standard 

model.   



 

 

Despite the proliferation of enterprise architecture methods, it remains a craft.  There is no predictive method.   

It is impossible with current methods to begin with some measure of an enterprise and then make a statement of 

the size and composition of the architecture required to express it for decision making.   Artisanship is building 

without a repeatable pattern, or being able to provide the builder a bill of material or the customer an estimate.  

We cannot afford to be reliant upon consensus when the goal is consistency and alignment. 

  

 

Figure 31 Consensus and Craftwork Development And Integration of Multiple Enterprise Architectures 
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Discussion 

Standard Model Method (SM2) – Templates for the Factory 

 

The Standard Model Method (SM2) is the development of a single model structure as a template for 

Generative Enterprise Architecture Method (GEAM)  

 

Enterprise frameworks provide structure for the components of the enterprise.  Standard Models provide 

structure and a stable lexicon for instances of components of the enterprise. Standard models not only express 

activities and processes but other architectural constructs such as human cognition, system functions, and 

information state transformation.  Standard models are not business and information technology management 

models since they directly populate the detailed structures expressed within enterprise architecture frameworks.  

Certainly their structure is influenced by these models but instead they may be thought of as the industrial forms, 

jigs and patterns that are applied to material.  They demonstrate internal and external control of their own activities 

as well as the products they produce.   

A standard model is generic, built to express the basic dimensions of any business element.  All elements 

exist as a result of a lifecycle processes which brings together purpose, money, and resources.    A standard model 

must address dimensions of an enterprise in the composition of a standard framework.  The result is a single 

model that shows the full dimension of an element of an enterprise through the structure of an entire framework. 

The standard model is a metamodel of models that express the elements of an enterprise. 

 

 

Figure 32 Simple Four Activity Standard Model Applied To Three Dimensions of a Product 
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ambiguity by providing an objective model and eliminates questions of the structure of “how” work is done.    
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Generative Enterprise Architecture Method (GEAM) which uses graphical and semantic standard models to 
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the application of graphical or semantic modelsl which will generate a consistent diagrams ands lexicon for 

enterprise products.   Products may represent either outputs of an enterprise or capabilites.  The applicatoin of the 

method to either produces product centric or capability centric perspectives 

Enterprise architecture frameworks have been characterized being used to produce a set of building plans.  

By normalizing the structure of an enterprise, a framework provides a consistent set of relationships and a 

consistent lexicon for those components is established.   

The Standard Model Method (SM2) challenges us to think in a paradigm that considers the design rather than 

the components of the buildings as being standard.  This modular approach must be independent of framework 

since frameworks define the components and relationships of the architecture of an enterprise, not an expected 

standard structure of an enterprise.   A framework may tell us that the word “manage” is an appropriate business 

function but it will not objectively define what “manage” means.  The standard model provides the graphical or 

textual semantic rationale for the meaning of these instances. 

Continuing with the construction analogy, our current methods of developing enterprise architecture rely 

upon craftsmanship and artisanship.  Lacking a standard model to guide and direct the lexicon, groups of architects 

build custom architectures and their associated consensus lexicons. As with custom buildings, these are costly 

and slow to construct as well as difficult to maintain because of a lack of standard instances of components. The 

Generative Enterprise Architecture Method (GEAM) changes the paradigm to applying a modular structure that 

is repeatable and scalable since the structure is the same at every scale of instance.   The lexicon is uniform across 

the enterprise and is imposed objectively. This allows speed, simplicity and cost to be optimized.   

In the housing analogy, the method builds a tract of homes that are based on the same plan regardless of the 

family, expressed independent of any particular building plan diagram convention, yet providing a complete set 

of functions as would be found in a custom home.  The paradigm now is to develop and apply a consistent floor 

plan regardless of the size of the home.   

The Standard Model provides a consistent expression of the manner in which a thing is expressed. The basis 

of GEAM is consensus of the things that comprise an enterprise – the products exchanged - but not the actions 

that produce and sustain them.  This single “diagram” that expresses the dependencies between products is not an 

uncommon required diagram in many methods.  These methods require many other diagrams to be hand built.  

GEAM greatly reduces the number of diagrams to be produced by hand saving time and money. 

In activity based methods, we start with collecting statements of work from individuals and attempt to 

normalize both the names of the activities as well as the names of the products exchanged.  This is done at the 

same time with great difficulty and expense since both the statements of work and the names of the resultant 

products are in flux as taxonomies are aligned and a common semantic model is discerned from the participants.  

The utility of this approach is evidenced by the years of effort and millions of dollars spent trying to achieve this 

level of integration across large corporate and public enterprises.  It simply is not efficient.  

Reference models are intended to align these consensuses built, custom architectures.  Unfortunately the 

reference models themselves are built by consensus resulting in additional variation. The standard model is the 

template that generates the statements of work as pre-aligned once the product dependencies are normalized.    

 



 

 

 

Figure 33 GEAM Development And Integration of Multiple Architectures 
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Solution 

Architecture, Reference Architecture And Integration 

The resulting models may serve as a collection and categorization structure for existing artifacts, may themselves 

express architecture where none exists with or without translation to the domain taxonomy or finally  provide a 

translation mechanism between disparate domain architectures. 

The GEAM begins with an understanding of product dependencies within an enterprise.  The architect asks 

the participants what they produce, not how they produce it since the standard model will express the work in a 

standard model.  Reference models may provide a standard lexicon for these products.   

The focus may be hierarchical and the establishment of a higher and higher set of more abstract information 

exchanges based on product sets and broad areas of functionality.  Alternately, the focus may be on a more ‘object 

oriented‘ architecture where product dependencies are expressed independent of a hierarchy. 

At this point product dependencies are ideally normalized to a reference model and a framework agreed upon 

for component composition of the standard model templates.  By applying the standard model to each of the 

products the enterprise architecture is “generated” which results in product specific sets of framework diagrams. 

The model populates the structure of “how” each product is produced and sustained at a programmatic level.  

The resulting architecture be used as enterprise architecture for guiding process development teams to define the 

process underlying the work structures of the standard model. 

It may as well serve as a reference architecture to align and de-conflict existing architecture products and 

make better sense of their structure.  Upon examination it may be realized that some enterprise architecture 

products are indeed part of the solution architecture whereas others are more generalized expression of process. 

Thus if the standard model architecture is not the architecture of the enterprise then it is the tool whereby the 

architecture of the enterprise may be categorized, measured and aligned.    

Standard models may be used to standardize between different architectures by creating a “common 

language” between them as long as there is consensus upon the foundational exchanges of products between 

participating elements of the architecture.   If the product dependencies are established by convention between 

architectures in different domains as would be with the aid of a domain product reference model, then the actions 

and information flows relating to the structure, production and sustainment of these exchanges are expressed 

consistently in a domain context.  This allows agreement to be made on a much more focused set of information 

and allowing the standard model to, by design, provide a consistent structure and lexicon. 

In conclusion the Standard Model Methodology (SM2) and the Generative Enterprise Architecture Method 

(GEAM) are not a panacea for all the challenges of developing large enterprise architectures. It does directly 

address one of the fundamental difficulties in enterprise architecture production and integration by specifically 

establishing common lexicons with objective meanings across large domains.  Reliance upon “dictionaries” to 

achieve this make an assumption that the dictionary is internally consistent based upon a semantic model. 

Clearly this is not the case since many words have multiple meanings and it is not clear from the dictionary 

which definition of one word is aligned through a consistent model to the definition of another word.  These two 

method’s most significant utility is that with an agreement upon product dependencies, a model that already is 

often a requirement of any architecture framework, a large portion of the enterprise architecture may be 

generated or predicted independent of any framework conventions provided the standard model is built to a 

specific framework.  Standard models may be structured to be as specific and is detailed as needed to provide 

the point wherein processes may be identified for solutions. It is for this reason that no single standard model 

exists but once agreed to it will greatly speed development as well as ensure accuracy and consistency of the 

enterprise architecture products as useful for communication and decision-making.
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Standard Model Theory 

 And Formulae 
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Part VI –Standard Model Theory and Formulae  

Synopsis 

1. Current methods cannot predict the size and composition of an enterprise level architec-

ture leading to erroneous level of effort estimates and difficulty in monitoring progress. 

2. Observations lead to a suggestion of a symbolic representation of the model’s attributes 

and behavior. 

3. A notation is presented to express structural components and predict their quantities. 

4. A formal notation is used to express predicted quantities. 

 



 

 

Problem 

 Current methods cannot predict the size and composition of an enterprise level architecture leading to 

erroneous level of effort estimates and difficulty in monitoring progress. 

How can the magnitude and difficulty of an enterprise architecture project be estimated?  How does this 

affect the labor requirement, schedule and cost?  How can progress be monitored?   These are basic questions that 

in today’s methodology rely upon “expert opinion” – in other words: a guess.   Look at so many projects that start 

our without an understanding of where the enterprise is – let alone where it is going to go.   What if it were 

different?  What if enterprise architecture could be estimated like other construction projects – by materials and 

square footage for example.  Unfortunately the advantage that construction workers have is that they use standard 

dimension components that have been worked out over years and are available at competitive prices.    

The result is that enterprise architects cannot predict or estimate the level of effort required to produce a 

certain level of enterprise documentation based on any method.   
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Discussion 

A Standard Model Prediction  

 Observations lead to a suggestion of a symbolic representation of the model’s attributes and be-

havior. 

Observations 

It has been demonstrated that the use of a standard model generated architecture results in a consistent ex-

pression of the objects required to create and sustain a product. Since the same model is used for all products it 

then becomes a simple practice to extrapolate the size of the predicted architecture based on the complexity of 

the model used and the number of products that are applied. This oversimplification does not take into account 

whether or not the standard model being used is adequate to express the architecture to a level of detail that would 

make it actionable by an engineer.   That is a consideration of implementation and not of the utility of using this 

method. No other enterprise architecture development approach can predict the number of objects that must be 

created, defined, and identified to express the enterprise. Since no prediction can be made this allows enterprise 

architecture projects to operate without restraint and with no rational starting and ending points.   

As well if an existing operational or system architecture exists then a standard model generated architecture 

becomes a reference architecture to measure and analyze what has already been built against a uniform, symmet-

rical, and consistent model of what should exist based on a given model. The utility of this is that certain processes 

and functions may be missing. As well certain processes and functions may be combinations of more than one 

standard model predicted function that need to be developed separately. The ability to see clear and distinct edges 

to activities and their resident processes ensures that teams of people defining the processes in execution are 

clearly guided by objective beginning and end points within the architecture. In doing so this allows project de-

velopment teams to be aligned more easily and work more efficiently. 
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Solution 

Standard Model Method 

The standard model method begins with an understanding and expression of resource dependency within an 

enterprise.  These are represented as “product” information flows between programs.  Once this is understood, 

and the basic question of “what is this and who uses it” is answered, the standard model program template is 

applied.  This results in a controlled expression of product dependency for the enterprise. 

Formulae 

Since the method uses standardized structures, the number of objects in a given enterprise can be expressed 

as a formula.  The variable of the number of products and the detail of the standard model serve as an adjustment 

point for the prediction of the enterprise architecture effort.    

If N is equal to the number of objects in a non-product specific program model template, and P is the number 

of products exchanged in a dependency model, then the total number of product specific objects in the architec-

ture, E, is given by the formula:  

 

E = NP  

 

In a like manner if Nx is equal to the number of objects of a particular type predicted in a non-product specific 

program model template, then the total number of objects of a particular type in the architecture is Ex given by 

the formula: 

 

Ex =Nx P 

 

Despite these formulas being very simple, they are not present in current enterprise architecture methods.  

The utility of having a predictive nomenclature would present itself in the ability to predict the effort and resources 

required to identify existing objects and map them to the predicted standard structure or develop those that are 

missing.  Standard models might easily provide a complete enterprise architecture of several hundred or several 

thousand predicted operational processes, system functions, and training requirements.  At the very least this 

would create a metric whereby existing efforts could be gauged as to their completion and progress. This is espe-

cially important in the case where multiple data teams, process teams, and service development teams are working 

within the same domain. 

Structure of the Method 

The figure below expresses the basic components employed by this method and their relationships to models. 

In general these express the creation of new structures through the union of other structures or the introduction of 

a new structure.  This figure will provide the path of discussion as the formulae are presented. 
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Figure 34 Component and Model Relationships 

 

Standard Model Method Notation Basic Concepts 

 A notation is presented to express structural components and predict their quantities. 

Nomenclature and Expressions 

Enterprise architecture does not have a nomenclature that allows for predictive formula expression.  There is 

no symbol to express the sum of system requirements predicted in an architecture.   The reason for this lack of 

symbols and formula is simple: Current enterprise architectures methods are reactive and documentary in nature.  

They are not predictive and no such nomenclature has been needed because no method existed that could leverage 

one. 
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Borrowing from mathematics, a simple nomenclature will be presented in a standard format to aid in the 

description of the equations and their results.  The first form expresses the type of component structure within a 

standard model and individual instances: 

 

Form: 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 

 

 

Where instances are denoted by 𝑛1,   𝑛2,   𝑛3,   𝑒𝑡𝑐.  and the value of (n) is the unique name of the component 

of a type. 

 

Formula: 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 
 

Structural Components   

 

Object  (𝑶)  

The control cycle model (𝐶) is comprised of control statements and information flows representing actions, 

system function, data objects, etc. which for the purpose of summation may collectively be called objects.  These 

individual instances may be represented as follows: 

 

Formula: 

 

𝑂𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 

 

Example: 

 

𝑂𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 

 

The sum of particular type  (𝑥) instances (𝑛) within a model is given by the following formula:  

 

∑ 𝑂𝑛
𝑥 =  𝑂𝑛1

𝑥 + 𝑂𝑛2
𝑥 + 𝑂𝑛3…

𝑥  

 

Where ∑ 𝑂𝑛
𝑥 is the sum of the objects of a particular type (x) and 𝑂𝑛1

𝑥  represents an instance of one of the 

objects. 

 

Control Cycle Model  (𝑪) 

A control cycle model is an aggregate of objects that express control.  This expression is without regard to a 

particular product being controlled or the dimensions of control.  It is the simplest expression of a “control loop” 

that will be applied consistently to objects and structures.  A control cycle model is expressed as: 

 

Form: 
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𝐶𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 

 

This denotes the base construct, a model, and its type – a model for a specific purpose. 

Control cycle models may be developed in varying degrees of scope and detail.  So 

Example:  There is a control cycle model of the type “Change Management” called the “Plan, Do, Act” model   

 

𝐶𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛,   𝐷𝑜,   𝐴𝑐𝑡
𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

 

 
 

So,  (𝐶) contains the sum of standard model objects of all types is given by the formula: 

 

Object Population of 𝐶𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

=   ∑ 𝑂𝑥 + ∑ 𝑂𝑦 + ∑ 𝑂𝑧 … 

 

Using this formula would yield a simple measure of the detail presented in an individual model when com-

pared with others by expressing the size of the standard model object population.  It is a very general measure, 

akin to expressing the complexity of a software program by the number of lines of code; however, this formula 

would begin to predict the complexity and magnitude of the endeavor for better because each object is known to 

be a requirement of the model. 
 

𝐶𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 = 𝑂𝑝 

 

Where object population (𝑂𝑝) is the numerical sum of objects in this particular Type control cycle model. 

 

The control cycle model is not limited to a particular enterprise architecture framework, so the concepts, 

being independent of framework, could be expressed in any framework that could accommodate those concepts.  

This allows a standard model to be a “hidden” translator between similar enterprise architecture frameworks.  In 

this way the standard model functions much in the same way that the presence of a similar grammar allows for 

easier translation between human languages. 
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Dimensions and Dimension Model (𝑫 )  

The control cycle model (𝐶 ) is a control structure independent of a particular subject of control.   A dimen-

sion is a component that represents an instance of what is in control.  These dimensions might include investment, 

strategic alignment, logistics and production.      

The dimension model (𝐷 ) is a set of control cycle models (𝐶 ) that are associated with dimensions.   The 

dimension model is a construct that is categorized for “type” to better categorize dimensions of the model that are 

“in control”.  There must exist a dimension that expresses “production” as the other dimensions are supportive of 

that dimension. 

 

They are represented by the symbol: 

 

𝐷𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 

 

Where instance denotes the dimension’s name as in:   

 
𝐷𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙  
 

Dimensions are identified by the product of the dimension.    Programs allow statements in the context of the 

dimension.  Now such statements as “Manage Investment” or “Execute Planning” are available to express the 

controlled exchange of products.  

 

The total number of objects in a dimension model is the number of dimensions multiplied by the number of 

objects in the control cycle model: 

 

𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = (𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
 ) (∑ 𝐷)   

 

Program Model (𝑷) 

A program model (𝑃) is a bound association of the production dimension model (𝐷) and any other associ-

ated dimension models in support of production.  Individual programs are represented by the symbol: 

 

𝑃𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

 

 

A program model is a collection of programs that are bounded and have affinity with the “production” of a 

single product that is exchanged with other program models.   As stated earlier, dimensions must include at a 

minimum a “production” dimension.  This is required to identify the one dimension within a source program 

model that produces a product for consumption by other program models.  It also allows the distinction between 

the “production” program and also identify those dimensions that are in “support” of that production.   For purpose 

of prediction there is one product exchanged between program models. 

The object population in a program model (𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

) is the sum of the programs multiplied by the 

number of objects in each (dimension) as shown by the following formula: 

 

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

= (∑ 𝑃 ) (∑ 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 )   
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For example if there were 2 programs (investment and production) with a total of 18 objects each, the total 

number of objects in a program model would be 36 objects identified as unique. 

 

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

= (2 ) (18)  = 36 

 

Information Flows, Dimension Products 

Distinguishing between a model’s structural elements and developing an understanding of their semantic 

value in context requires that different terms be used for the same “structure” in different contexts.    This is why 

sometimes in modeling we see different symbols for actions by machines as opposed to actions by humans. 

Products (the information known about a thing) are a type of information flow.   In a control cycle information 

flows establish control between control statements.  When this control structure is associated with dimensions the 

resulting dimension model moves products between its dimensions (planning to finance) as well as its mandatory 

production dimension to other programs.   That information flow, that production product which moves between 

programs, is the context for all other dimensions to make them unique as part of a program. 

An example would be a quarterly plan provided to finance to develop a budget.   The quarterly plan is a 

dimension product.  If finance provides a budget to “production”, it too is a dimension product.   The production 

dimension must then provide a “widget” to another program model.  The widget is a “program model product”.      

Thus finance and planning are actually “widget finance” and “widget planning” to identify their contexts as 

unique.    What sets products apart from simple control loop information flows is that products are in a controlled 

state.  Production and consumption performance is identified so that the performance of the budget is seen as 

dependent upon the quality of the plan. 

Product Dependency Model (𝒁) 

A “product dependency model” (𝑍) is a general term, not specific to this methodology that describes how 

production dimensions exchange information.  

Many enterprise architecture frameworks and methodologies described the development of a model that ex-

presses the dependent relationships between things that are produced and consumed.  These may be products, 

services or information. The purpose is to show the origin and destination of “communication” flows in the broad-

est use of the term.  

The standard model method simplifies the nature of products, services and information to be simply the 

information about these things and collectively refer to them as products.  This is to make a distinction that they 

are not necessarily an input or an output.  The standard model method does not recognize a transformation of an 

“output” from one standard model to be treated differently as an “input” in another standard model.   

In summary, the standard model is an information model, not a material model.  All products (the information 

about a material product, service or information, exclusive of its performance) are outputs that are produced, 

transmitted, received and consumed.   

The concern with establishing formula in this case is that products may support more than one model and a 

distinction must be made between two resulting summations.  The first is the number of unique products.  Re-

gardless of the number of consumers, the product total remains the same as the number of program models since 

by axiom there is one product per model.   

As follows: 

The sum of the number of unique products is equal to the number of program models.   
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  ∑ 𝑂𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

=  𝑃1
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚

+ 𝑃2
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚

+ 𝑃3
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚

… 

 

Every consumer produces a unique performance statement for their experience with the product so, the total 

of performance measures is equal to the number of consumptions.  This number, ∑ 𝑂𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒
𝐸𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

cannot be predicted 

without the establishment of the product dependency model to determine the number of unique relationships 

between models that are producing and consuming a product.     

Since every product that is consumed is balanced by a statement of consumption performance, it follows that 

several constructs are related to the number of unique product exchanges. 

First, the number of “exchanges” constituting the production presentation of a product for consumption and 

the ensuing consumption measure is equal to twice the number of unique dependencies as in: 

 

∑ 𝑂𝐸𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 2(∑ 𝑂𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒
𝐸𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

) 

 

In this case the sum of the product interfaces is equal to the dependencies and the consumption communica-

tions.  In this way 1 product might serve 2 models and so there would be 1 product, 2 consumption performance 

measures, 2 product to standard product model interfaces and 2 consumption performance measure interfaces.   

 

 

 

Figure 35 Product Dependency Relationships 
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Domain Model (𝒀) 

A domain is a set of related programs based on their associated products.  A product dependency model may 

intersect with more than one domain.   The domain model is represented by the symbol (𝑌).  The sum of the type 

of domain objects in a domain model is given by the formula:  

 

∑ 𝑌𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = (∑ 𝑌𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) (∑ 𝑌𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡) 

 

Where ∑ 𝑌𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the number of related standard product models in a domain.   Since domains are funda-

mental to defining an enterprise, and the enterprise is the highest construct in the method, the domains must be 

unique to an enterprise. 

Supportive exchange between enterprises and their associated domains is accomplished through the commu-

nication of products. 

 

 

Figure 36 Domain Relationship 

 

Enterprise Model (𝑬) 

An enterprise is a sum of domains since product models can belong to more than one domain a total of all 

product models. In an enterprise the sum of all unique product models.  The formula is expressed as: 

 

∑ 𝐸𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 = (∑ 𝑍𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡  ) + (∑ 𝑍𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡)… 
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Where ∑ 𝑍𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 is the number of unique standard product models in an enterprise. 

Since a model may occupy more than one domain, it is necessary when establishing the total number of 

objects within all domains to ensure that those standard product models which a resident in more than one domain 

are not counted twice. 
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Application and Example 

 A formal notation is used to express predicted quantities. 

 

How Big is Big?   

Until now, architects have only guessed at the size of their target enterprise architectures.   This is an ineffi-

cient, and expensive method.  The advantage of knowing a structure is knowing how much effort it will take to 

deliver it.   It also provides a metric for how well the architecture program is executing.  In other words, the very 

application of the idea of a standard model to an “enterprise architecture” effort yields metrics that are rational 

and objective. 

The following is an example of the formulae in use using a simple model applied in the manufacturing of a 

vehicle: 

There is a control model with 4 component two control statements: Manage and Produce, 2 information 

flows: Plan and Performance. 

 

Object Population of 𝐶𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =   ∑ 𝑂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + ∑ 𝑂𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 

 

Object Population of 𝐶𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 4 =   2 + 2 

 

 

Figure 37 Control Cycle Population 

 

This population is applied to 2 dimensions: Strategy and Production.  In doing so two more information flows are 

added to the control cycle: the output information from the strategy control cycle to the production control cycle 

as well as the “consumption performance” information flow back to the Strategy dimension.  In a like manner 

another two flows are introduced between the Production control cycle and whatever control cycle uses that out-

put. 
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Figure 38 Dimension Population and Relation 

 

The dimension model contains 

  

𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = (𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
 ) (∑ 𝐷)   

 

𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 12 =  (6 ) (2)   

 

The product dependency model indicates that “brakes” are provided in support of “chassis” assembly.  This 

gives the program model object population as: 

 

𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

= (𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  ) (𝑂𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
 )   

 

𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

=  24 =  (12 ) (2 )   

 

This allows for unique statements such as “Manage Brake Strategy” where the sentence syntax is itself pre-

dictable and so demonstrates that this method is not limited to implementation in graphic models but may be 

expressed in linguistic models as well: 
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The “Brake Strategy” could be everything from cost/performance, supply chain issues or technology inser-

tion.  This is a predictive model that assumes a single product.  Even so 24 unique identified objects does not 

seem a very large number to identify or define the requirements in an enterprise.    

Requirement Identification 

What is so far presented is certainly a simplistic control cycle model with only 6 objects, but it is foundational 

to adding further detail.   This is detail that will provide requirements for solution developers.  To that end it is 

good to understand the structure of the work which means the structure allows for statements of process “inside” 

those control statements of Manage and Produce.    

Symbols tell stories.  An information flow symbol going into a control statement symbol and an information 

flow symbol coming out means something.  It is a sentence that can be logically decomposed.  By examination 

this should be discoverable. 

The control statements produce and consume information flows.   That means that each of the 4 information 

flows have to be examined in terms of system functions and human tasks.  This is because statements of work 

made by the control statements are not identifiable as exclusively human or machine work.  It is a shared process, 

so what are the steps? 

The systems must create, export and import the information represented by the information flows.  The people 

must develop, communicate and understand the same information.   That increases the number of objects in the 

control cycle model by 6 statements of system and human action for each information flow. 

 

The total is now: 

 

𝐶𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =   ∑ 𝑂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + ∑ 𝑂𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 + ∑ 𝑂𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∑ 𝑂ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 

 

𝐶𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 30 =  2 + 4 + 12 + 12 

 

The two dimensions, strategy and production, double this to 60 objects and finally this is doubled again with 

the two products, brake and chassis, to 𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

 as 120 objects divided between structural and process 

components.  Now 48 statements of process can be made that function both as a requirement to develop a system 

function such as “Import Brake Production Performance” or a training requirement such as “Understand Chassis 

Strategy”.      
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Figure 39 Program Population 

 

Many architectures are developed at the “program” level of abstraction.  This is the equivalent of the “product 

dependency model” and then handed off to develop “requirements”.   Is there any appreciation that even a control 

loop as simple as Manage and Produce would realistically and defensibly result in 48 statements of requirements 

that are product specific? 
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Figure 40 Product Dependency Model 

Affinity and Identification 

At this point both models could be considered part of the “manufacturing domain” as separate from other 

domains within the Enterprise such as sales and customer support.  The Enterprise would likely be considered the 

Vehicle enterprise. 

 These do not create new objects, only new structures based on affinity that allow for rapid identification.  It 

is now easy to find where the system requirements for brakes might be located.   What is less easy to find is where 

brakes are located.  That is because the standard model method requires the work of the architect to be concen-

trated on the development of identified Enterprises, Domains and “Product Dependency Models”.  These are 

structural and semantic considerations that do require well established concepts of metaphysics for what can exist, 

ontology for what does exist, semantics for what it means, and taxonomy for how it is categorized and decom-

posed.  That is the “heavy lift” that is certainly money well spent for once these structures of communications are 

established refined the application of the standard model method ensures a rapid development of the requirements 

for solution development. 
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